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The hydrogen isotopic ratio in the protosolar nebula has been 
estimated on the basis of / 1_7 i) spectroscopic data obtained inside 
and outside the solar system, ii) He/ He and He/H ratios measured in 
the solar wind, on the surface of the moon and in the carbonaceous chon
drites, using the assumption that the sun has totally converted the deu-

3 terium into He. 
As regards the terrestrial planets, evolution of the primitive 

atmospheres has no doubt altered the initial D/H ratio through mechanisms 
occuring, during the earth degassing. On the moon it has not been possi
ble to detect any primordial hydrogen as the nuclear phenomena black out 
the (hypothetical) primordial deuterium of lunar rocks. BOATO / 2_/ has 
•easured the D/H ratio in carbonaceous chondrites. He vas not able to shov 
exactly the influence of terrestrial pollution on extraterrestrial rocks 
and no interpretation has been put forward to explain the large isotopic 
variations in carbonaceous chondrites. 

As things now stand, three problems remain unsolved : i) the 
influence of terrestrial contamination on water and deuterium concentra
tions extracted from chondrites, must be estimated ii) some of the results 
on carbonaceous chondrites show a deuterium enrichment by a factor 10 
when compared with the average isotopic ratio of the estimated primor
dial hydrogen (1.9- 1.1 10 ). One must suggest therefore, a sechanism 
that can explain this enrichment within the framework of modern theories 
of the formation of the solar system, or suppose large isotopic hetero
geneities iii) new measurements on ordinary chondrites are needed in 
order to ascertain whether this isotopic enrichment is an overall problem 
of telluric planets or whether it only affects a few individual carbona
ceous chondrites. 

I - Experimental methods. 
The water is extracted from the rock in a two step process : 

first at 180° C during 1» hours (H.O") and then up to 1200° C for 1.5 
hours (H,0 ). The first extracted water is called H 20 and probably 
represents mainly the adsorbed terrestrial water. The water is reduced 
to HL and the amount and isotopic ratio of gas are measured with a double 
collecting mass spectrometer. The isotope analyses are reported in 6 no
tation as the permil deviation of the sample D/H ratio to the sample SM0W 
(Standard Mean Ocean Water) : 
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The overall reproducibility of the 6D H_0 is estimated at 

1 2 °/oo« The relative uncertainity on the water concentration is 
equal to 2 K; this error increases because of weighing errors for 
very small samples . 

II - Results. 
Water and isotopic concentration of H„0 are reported in fig.1; 

it shows a correlation between the water» the deuterium concentrations 
and the petrol^gic types of chondrites. 

Figure 1. 
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The Chainpur meteorite has been divided into several mineralo-
gical fractions and the results are reported in fig. 2. The data repor
ted as a star corroborate the interpretation we previously made on the 
case of others chondrites /~3_7 '> the chondrite's matrix is water rich 
(sample nb,13) and deuterium poor as compared with chondrules (sample 
nb, 3 is a single chondrule). The mineralogical fraction of density 
< 2.8, extracted from the matrix, is represented by sample? 5» 7 and 
1$. The grain size of sample 15 is lower than 10 y and water has been 
extracted together with a large amount of C-rich gaseous components. 
Samples 2 and U are duplicates; they approximately represent the whole 
rock. Samples 6 and 8 (duplicates) are anomalously enriched in deuteriu?. 
but the deuterium rich minerals) has not been identified; they came 
from a >3.3 g cm mainly matrix fraction and do not represent more 
than a few percent of the whole rock. 

The results of Orgueil are reported in fig. 3; the correlation 
shows that, as the sulphate content increases, the water and deuterium 
contents decrease. 
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III - Discussion. 
' Figure 3. 1 ) T_er_re_strial £on.tMninati.oii ê ŝ imaitê  

Most of chondrites studied have ÔD's 
similar to terrestrial rocks or atmosphe
ric water vapor . However, all terrestrial 
processes suffered by terrestrial rocks 
give ÔD's substantially lover than 0°/ o o. 
The adsorption, of terrestrial water vapor 

-"°| — : is a likely process vhich could blank out 
the extraterrestrial ÔD's in the case of 
lov ÔD meteorites. Experimental results 
seem to rule out such a contamination of 
H 20 +. 

"• The H 20 fractions of Chalnpur have ÔD's very far from any ter
restrial rocks althrough they correspond to unshocked meteorite and low 
water contents. The ÔD H«0 of Chainpur varies frcm - 150 to - 50 °/0o 
and corresponds to terrestrial contamination. There is no correlation 
between ÔD H 20~ and ÔD H^O which varies from - 130 to + 1»20 °/oo« For 
ordinary chondrites, the range of ÔD H 20~ is never larger than that 
observed in Chainpur; hence it is likely that H-0 must not be affected 
by terrestrial contamination. There is no relationship between the ÔD's 
of the precipitations at the sites of the meteorite descent,and ÔD H 0 +. 
2 ) Z°S.sîbl>e_dieut:e£i\im_v£riat^£n_m£deljï. 
At the time of condensation and accretion of the meteorite parent bo

dies, hydrogen in the form of H. or/and H_0 is bound into the rocks. The 
D/H ratio established during this period is called "primary". Secondary, 
processes such as the addition of protons by the solar wind, in situ 
deuterium growth by the galactic cosmic rays induced by spallation,or 
vater loss during thermal metamorphism,can wipe out the primary isotopic 
variations. 
Rone of these processes seems either to have taken place or to have 
affected the primordial isotopic ratio of the chondrites in such a large 
range as that of the measured ÔD's : l) Some of them (Chainpur, Orgueil) 
have not been metamorphosed and this is apparent in the very large hete
rogeneities existing in these meteorites, ii) The exposure ages can 
only affect the ÔD HgO* by few permil £~^J ~ iii ) The gas rich Weston 
which is the more likely to have been modified, can be corrected by only 
,»0°/oo by taking into account the solar wind protons implanted with He. 

On the contrary, isotopic exchange between water and hydrogen in 
the nebula can enrich water in deuterium very much by the exchange : 

HD • H 20 X HDO • H 2 /~5_7. 



Fer (D/H)„ * 1.9 10 , the temperature of the last equilibration 
2 between the nebula and the water of Quarena is 225° K and 185° K in the 

case of the mean 5D of Chainpur. These "isotopic temperatures" do not di
sagree with ice appearance temperatures, calculated on the basis of ther
modynamic considerations ]_ 6_J. These low temperatures may mean that, 
constituents condensed at a very low temperature, were incorporated into 
the rocks at the moment of the accretion. In this assumption, the increas 
of water concentration in chondrites, would be caused mainly, by the rela 
tive increase in compounds condensed at very low temperatures. 

However, for Chainpur, high 6D's seem to be associated with high 
temperature minerals and low 6D's with low temperature minerals. This, 
would indicate at least for Chainpur an alternative explanation; a 
diffusion model with preferential loss of light hydrogen. In such a dega-
sing model the isotopic fractionations would be much more important than 
these occuring in the nebula between ga3es or in the parent body between 
minerals and water. 
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